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Selling Government Bonds:
Why Auction Format Matters
KEY TAKEAWAYS
A first-stage auction requires
primary dealers to bid their
commissions to insure the
underlying issue, and foretells
the nature of the follow-on public
auction, including whether it is
likely to fail due to insufficient
demand or too-low bids.
Underwriting commissions in
discriminatory auctions are
about twice as high as in uniform
auctions. However, there are
more auction failures under a
uniform format.
The most common format globally
for a second-stage auction is
discriminatory, but each country
and case is different. India
seems to favor uniform auctions,
whereas Japan recently switched
to discriminatory auctions for its
30-year bonds.

As governments throughout the world rush to raise
cash to fight the Covid-19 pandemic via auctions,
finance ministers face a choice: which format offers
their bond issues the best chance of netting the most
money at the cheapest interest rate while insuring
against auction failure?
In “Underwriting Government Debt Auctions: Auction Choice and
Information Production,” Chazen Senior Scholar Suresh Sundaresan,
along with coauthors Sudip Gupta, associate professor of finance at Fordham
University, and Rangarajan Sundaram, dean of New York University’s
Leonard N. Stern School of Business, examine a novel, two-stage process for
selling government securities. The process calls for obtaining underwriting
bids from primary dealers in a first-stage auction and then dispersing the
securities to a wider public through a second-stage auction.

The Auction Process
Uniform
Price is same
for winning
bidders
First Stage
Dealers propose
fees to win the right
to underwrite
the issue

Lower underwriting fees
More auction failure
Auction Failure
If proceeds fall below
minimum, dealers may
be asked to make up
the difference

Second Stage
Dealers and rest
of market bid
Discriminatory
Winning bidders
pay what
they bid

Higher underwriting fees
Less auction failure
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In India, the first stage requires
all primary dealers to participate
in a so-called underwriting auction
via a discriminatory format, where
dealers bid their fees (commissions)
to underwrite the issue. The lowest
bidders win the right to underwrite
the follow-on auction, and determine
the amount each underwrites and the

Government bond auctions can fail when the demand
falls below the auction supply, which has happened in
developed and developing countries from India to Germany.
Governments can also decide to change their auction format
at any time. For example, the Bank of Japan recently decided
to switch to discriminatory auctions for its 30-year bonds.
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